xoplanet discoveries trigger our imaginations. What does the newly discovered planet look like and what are its characteristics? Could it harbour life and, if so, how many such habitable worlds are there in our Galaxy? Astronomers aim to find Earth-like planets in the temperate zone of a star -the distance from the star at which the planet's surface temperature could theoretically support liquid water. On page 437, Anglada-Escudé et al. 1 report the exciting discovery of an Earth-mass planet in the temperate zone of Proxima Centauri, the closest star to our Sun.
Proxima Centauri is a low-mass star (it has 12% of the Sun's mass 1 ) that belongs to the family of stars known as M dwarfs. Astronomers are focusing their efforts on finding small, potentially habitable planets around M dwarfs because such planets can be discovered with the instruments available today. An Earth-like planet orbiting in the temperate zone can be detected through a 'Doppler wobble' -the effect caused by the planet's gravitational tug on the motion of its host star. This method was used to discover the first exoplanet around a Sun-like star 2 in 1995.
Applying the Doppler method to an M dwarf has two benefits. First, such stars are cooler than the Sun, which means that their temperate-zone planets would orbit much closer to the star (about one-tenth of the . The authors confirmed the signal by using many more Doppler measurements taken in 2016 with the ESO's High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher.
The authors' careful analysis of the data eliminated other possible causes for the Doppler wobble, such as stellar activity. The signal is particularly convincing because it is seen in two independent data sets that span more than a decade. In addition to the fact that the planet is orbiting Proxima Centauri, there are two further exciting aspects of AngladaEscudé and colleagues' discovery: the orbital period of 11.2 days places the planet within by APC/C MCC , and might also explain the ubiquitination of cyclin A and Nek2A, which bind APC/C Cdc20 not only at sites blocked by BubR1, but also at other sites (ref. 6) . With the open structure in hand, we are in a good position to unravel these mechanisms. It will also be important to explore the dynamics of the shift between conformational states, and how other regulatory proteins influence these dynamics.
These APC/C MCC structures come close on the heels of a structural study 8 by Zhang et al. that addressed another major question in APC/C regulation. It is known 9 that the mitotic protein-kinase enzyme Cdk1-cyclin B phosphorylates the APC/C to promote its activation by Cdc20. APC/C Cdc20 then triggers cyclin B degradation to inactivate Cdk1. This negative feedback is thought to be the basis for the oscillator that drives the rise and fall of Cdk1 activity during the cell cycle 9 , but much about this scheme has been unclear. How does phosphorylation activate APC/C Cdc20 ? How is APC/C activation delayed to allow Cdk1 activity to rise in early mitosis -even in cell types in which the SAC is not present?
Zhang and colleagues' analysis, together with recent biochemical studies 10, 11 , yields valuable clues. Phosphorylation of a loop region in the Apc3 subunit of the APC/C provides docking sites for a phosphate-binding sub unit of Cdk1-cyclin B. Docking of Cdk1-cyclin B enhances its activity towards suboptimal phosphorylation sites in a loop on a different APC/C subunit, Apc1. This disordered loop contains a short 'autoinhibitory' segment that occupies a Cdc20-binding site on the APC/C, but phosphorylation displaces the segment, allowing Cdc20 to bind and activate the APC/C. The slow, multistep nature of this process provides a plausible mechanism for introducing a delay between Cdk1 activation and APC/C Cdc20 activation, as is required for negative feedback to produce a robust oscillator 9, 12 . We have not heard the last word on APC/C phosphoregulation. The APC/C contains many phosphorylation sites in addition to those described above 8, 10, 11 , leaving open the possibility of other regulatory mechanisms, or connections between phosphorylation and the SAC.
Another issue also remains unresolved. After mitosis, Cdc20 is degraded and the APC/C interacts with the Cdc20-related protein Cdh1. Cdh1 interacts with the site occupied by the autoinhibitory segment of Apc1, and yet phosphorylation of this segment is not required for Cdh1 binding. How does Cdh1 bind this region? Cdh1 might be a better competitor than Cdc20 for binding at this site 8 , or there might be other mechanisms at play.
Finally, the Apc1 loop and autoinhibitory segment are poorly evolutionarily conserved outside vertebrates, raising questions about APC/C regulation in other species. Fortunately, addressing these and related problems has just become much easier, now that we have a strong structural foundation on which to base future experiments. We are a major step closer to understanding the the temperate zone of Proxima Centauri, and the planet is only 1.3 times more massive than Earth, so it might be Earth-like (Fig. 1) . These observations naturally raise the question of whether Proxima Centauri b could harbour life. However, circling a star at the right distance is no guarantee that the planet has liquid water, or even an atmosphere that can support life.
One problem for Proxima Centauri, and for M dwarfs in general, is that these stars are much more active than the Sun. Proxima Centauri produces powerful flares 6 , and the X-ray flux received by the planet is 400 times greater than the flux that Earth receives from the Sun. Energetic particles associated with the flares may erode the atmosphere or hinder the development of primitive forms of life. We also don't know whether the exoplanet has a magnetic field, like Earth, which could shield it from the dangerous stellar radiation. Until we understand what makes a planet habitable, it is better to say that Proxima Centauri b lies in a temperate zone (the right temperature) rather than a habitable zone (the right conditions to support life). Interestingly, M-dwarf stars are long-lived, and Proxima Centauri will exist for several hundreds or thousands of times longer than the Sun 7 . Any life on the planet could still be evolving long after our Sun has died.
Studies of the exoplanet's atmosphere could assess its habitability. One way to do this is by using a technique called transmission spectroscopy 8 : if the planet passes in front of (transits) the star when viewed from Earth, its atmosphere would absorb the starlight while transiting, and so the spectrum of the starlight would contain a signature of the planet's atmosphere. But we currently do not know whether Proxima Centauri b is such a transiting planet -there is only a 1.5% chance that it is 1 . One could also attempt to detect the reflected or radiated light from the planet directly 9 -this can be done only for nearby planets. Because Proxima Centauri is relatively close to us, such attempts have a reasonable chance of succeeding. In the distant future, an interstellar space probe might get a close-up look at the planet.
NASA's Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite, which is scheduled for launch in 2017, will search for transiting planets around thousands of the closest M dwarfs 10 . The planets' atmospheres could then be characterized using the James Webb Space Telescope, scheduled for launch in 2018. In the next decade, we will learn much more about the atmospheres of exoplanets in the temperate zones of M-dwarf stars. Meanwhile, Proxima Centauri b gives astronomers their best opportunity yet to study such planets. ■ Artie P. Hatzes is at the Thuringian State Observatory, Tautenburg 07778, Germany. e-mail: artie@tls-tautenburg.de 1 have discovered an Earth-like planet in orbit around the closest star to our Sun, Proxima Centauri. The planet's surface temperature should allow it to support liquid water, and its mass suggests that it might have a rocky surface. In this artist's impression, the planet is assumed to have an Earth-like atmosphere.
